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From the Editor  
  Now that the shortest day has passed we can look forward to longer days 
and summer in the distance. However, if you are a snow lover, you will be 

enjoying the moment!!!! 
  Would someone welcome the opportunity to see what is involved in editing 
the Tramper? Give me a call if you are interested  345 1651. 
   
Our website is:        www.wanganuitrampingclub.net 
 

  All contributions may be emailed to Jeanette at       
 

       jvprier9@gmail.com 
 

  No email? Handwritten contributions are  

perfectly acceptable.  

   

Jeanette Prier 

Cover: Earle 80 years young! 
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The Wanganui Tramper 
Official Magazine of the Wanganui Tramping Club (Inc.) 

P.O. Box 7324 

WANGANUI 4541 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   I would like to begin by thanking our outgoing committee members for their many 

years of  commitment and dedication to the Wanganui Tramping Club.  Dick, Mark 

and Earle, your time given and advice has been much appreciated and valued by us 

all. 

  To our new committee members, Carolyn and Michelle, welcome. The committee 

and I look forward to working with you in the future as we journey through a trip of  

possible new discoveries. 

   We have an interesting calendar of  events ahead of  us all.  I hope members will 

enjoy participating in these events and also consider giving time to assist where 

possible.  As they say,  'many hands make light work'. 

   The 'way forward' is simply a means of  gauging what members want from their 

club in the future.  We have much that we are very proud of  and thanks must go to 

the foresight of  our predecessors.   

    Most things we don't wish to change, but there may be some areas that you feel 

can be improved upon.  The committee and I would like to hear your views on any 

matters you feel could benefit from change. 

   Bio security is something we all should be seriously considering at the moment. 

We are very privileged to be able to visit so many farms in the area. We must also 

look after our parks and waterways.  Let’s become proactive now by thoroughly 

cleaning our boots and walking poles after each tramp. 

Happy Tramping 

 

Margret McKinnon 
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OVERSEAS VISITORS SET TO PAY MORE ON 

FOUR GREAT WALKS  
  From October tourists will be charged roughly twice as much to stay in huts on 

New Zealand's four most popular Great Walks. Increased fees will be trialled to see 

if they will help the Department of Conservation maintain the tracks and manage 

the number of visitors to the walks.     

  Overseas visitors, including children, will be charged $140 per night on the Milford 

track, $130 per night on the Kepler and Routeburn, and $75 per night on the Abel 

Tasman Coastal Walk. Costs for New Zealanders will remain the same - $70 per 

night for the Milford, $65 per night for the Kepler and the Routeburn, and $38 per 

night for the Abel Tasman Coastal Walk. Under 18 year olds will still be free of 

charge. 

  The Great Walks with unchanged prices are Lake Waikaremoana, the Tongariro 

Northern Circuit, the Whanganui Journey, the Heaphy Track, the Rakiura Track, 

and the new Paparoa Track. 

  Announcing the trial, Conservation Minister Eugenie Sage said the Great Walks 

are a magnet for international visitors and the seven month trial from October to 

April 2019 will provide information on the effectiveness of pricing as a tool to 

manage visitor pressure. Sage said the trial is also meant to maintain a fair pricing 

system for New Zealanders. A New Zealander is defined as a person who was either 

a citizen or ordinarily resident who held a residency visa or lived in the country for 

at least six months out of the last twelve. Under DOC's booking system, it will be 

made clear that anyone claiming the lower fares may have to prove their eligibility. 

This will be enforced by wardens on the tracks over the trial period.  

  The cost of maintaining the nine 

Great Walks is up to $3.8 million 

more than the revenue the DOC 

gets from user fees for the huts. 

Sage said the extra fees aren't 

expected to significantly reduce 

bookings, and could bring in an  

extra $2.9 million  over the trial  

period. All fees gathered will go to 

maintaining the walks. 

  "I think people realise that places like the Milford are premier destinations but 

we're not charging for these premier experiences -- it costs DOC nearly $3.8 million 

more to maintain these tracks than it gets in revenue each year, so there is a big gap 

there. The increased accommodation fees may also encourage overseas visitors to 

use less-visited Great Walks where prices remain the same." 

  Last season 1.75 million people visited a national park, about half of all 

international tourists. International visitors currently make up around 60 per cent of 

all those walking and using the Great Walks. 

  

Milford Sound 
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Club Nights  
Club Nights are held on the first Wednesday of each month 

(except January). Meetings are held 

in the Hunters & Deerstalkers Hall, 100  Peat Street at 7-30pm 
 

Club Night Programme 
For details of the Club Night programme please see              

“Scroggin” column in the Wanganui Midweek newspaper (generally the 
week before).  All are welcome. 

Pleased to Meet You! 
  New Members 

 

Garry McIlwaine, Mary Grant, Kay Lee, Bruce Anderson, Lynn 

Tebbutt, Kelly Darby, Marie Webster and Nicky Bates. 

 

Our membership database needs to have the correct information so 

we can keep our members informed and up to date. If there are any 

changes to your contact details please let Barbara Gordon 

(membership, ph 348 9149) or Dorothy Symes (treasurer, ph 345 

7039) know as soon as possible. 

Copy for the  

November 2018 Issue of  the  

Wanganui Tramper  
to the Editor by  

October 16th 2018 
(Earlier appreciated) 

Thank You! - Jeanette 
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TRAMPER ADVERTISEMENTS 

The club is very grateful for the generous support from our advertisers. All 
are now acknowledged on the club website with a link to their website. 
Members, you are urged to support them.                                                                                                                    

OUT THERE DOING IT! 
 

Boots, Packs, Clothing,  

Sleeping Bags, Dried Food,  
Coleman’s, Camping Accessories. 

 

Seldom beaten on  

Written Quotations 
 

64 Carlton Avenue 

Wanganui 4500 
 

(Cnr Jackson & Alma Roads) 
 

PH: 06 348 0400      FAX: 06 348 0410 
 

EMAIL:  
wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz 

Thankyou 

mailto:wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz
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  Club Activities 

MIDWEEK 

Wednesdays:  A more challenging midweek day tramp is offered weekly, planned by 

rostered leaders.  

Coordinated by: 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899, email mjmckinnon@xtra.co.nz 

 

Thursdays:  A tramp every second Thursday.  No bush bashing, generally over better 

tracks and a little easier. Planned and led by Earle Turner.  

Coordinated by:  

Val Cowan 345 0456, email otterval@gmail.com 

Coming months’ Thursday trips will be on the following dates: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TT2’s (the second Thursday walk):  Alternate Thursday mornings. 

Leader Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 will advise the meeting 

place and time.  Easy, ideal for the more senior member / 

recovering from injury / or for that extra walk with companions. 

 

 

WEEKENDS 

 

Overnight/multi-day tramps are advertised in Tramper 

along with the leader’s contact details. 

 

 

 

 

Weekend DAY Tramps:  Ask to be on the email list if you are interested in Saturday 

or Sunday day trips.  Contact Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

   

                

Mountain Biking:  Mountain bike trips are held from time to time.  Enquiries to 

Mark Kennedy  343 1135 or 027 757 1888 

 

 Tuesday Biking (BOMBS): Depart from the 

 I-Site 9.00am Tuesdays. Ask to be on the 

email list. 

 Contact Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 

August 2, 16 & 30 September 13 & 27 

October 11 & 25 November 8 & 22 
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LET’S USE THIS FUND ON WAITOTARA TRACKS 
 Brian Doughty wrote this article for Conservation Comment in the Wanganui Chronicle 

  Having just spent a few days tramping in the Waitotara Conservation Area starting 

at the Puniwhakau Rd end east of Stratford where we head south to the Upper 

Waitotara Valley through some of the most interesting lowland forest, consisting of 

mature rata, rimu, kamahi and black beech, large areas of regenerating scrub early 

on the track remind you of early attempts to farm this area as you leave the last of 

the open country. 

  In a recent Conservation Comment, Dave Scoullar, talked tourism in the Taranaki 

with a question of what about Whanganui? This part of the Conservation Area is 

west of the Whanganui National Park, once promoted as a possible main walking 

attraction for Regional Whanganui–Taranaki including the Whanganui River as a 

point of exit for those walkers on the Matemateaonga who chose to head down via 

jet boat to Pipiriki. 

  What we see now is the Mangapurura walkway/cycleway getting most of the 

interest from walkers and cyclists heading south from National Park into the 

Whanganui River Valley. For some reason DOC has ceased to maintain the track 

system that allows access to large parts of the Waitotara Conservation Area, but 

have three huts, Puteore, Tahupo and Trains in this area which by virtue of the track 

conditions are under-utilised at present.  

  Given that DOC has large areas to manage in the Central North Island, Federated 
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Mountain Clubs of New Zealand operates a 

funding option, Backcountry Trust (BCT), for 

clubs to get involved in building and maintaining 

huts and tracks to give access to this part of the 

Conservation Estate, encouraging deerstalkers, 

trampers and mountain bikers (if they dare) to 

traverse/visit the area. 

  Funds could be via a tramping club for track 

clearing and maintenance where funding from 

$5,000 to $20,000 could be available if a project 

proposal was put forward and accepted by the 

BCT. Given that the local tramping club has 

neighbouring clubs in the Manawatu and 

Taranaki with all of them at some stage using this 

area it would seem sensible to involve them along 

with district councils, regional councils, iwi, 

tourism and conservation interests in an effort to 

promote the area as part of a wider regional 

growth and conservation experience for outdoor 

recreation. 

  We always hear about enhancing and protecting our Conservation Estate to ensure 

a future for generations to come. What’s wrong with looking to the future by 

developing and maintaining a tracking system that all can use. And what better way 

by all working together with all the above organisations to achieve an area which 

could in the future become the economic driver for recreation in our own 

Conservation Estate. 

  Move over Taranaki, this could be done for much less in dollar terms, while 

involving locals from both areas. All we need is Regional Development Minister 

Shane Jones along with Conservation Minister Eugenie Sage to show some vision 

for future conservation values in our region. 

Waitotara Conservation Area 

Condolences 
   

We convey our condolences to the following members of our tramping family… 

  Juliet Kojis on the death of her brother Tony (a former club member) 

  David Scoullar on the death of his daughter Anna (also a former member) 

  Susan Marr on the death of her father George Bristol 

  Ann-Marie Harper on the death of her mother Catherine 

  John Newton on the death of his mother Eunice 

  We apologise if we have overlooked any deaths. 
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Tramping Trips 
Confirming your place 
For ALL trips, you must phone the leader to confirm your place on the trip. 
For day trips the latest you can phone the leader is 7pm the night before the 
trip. For weekend trips phone by Wednesday evening. 
 
What you will need 
Good waterproof clothing including leggings or over-trousers is  
necessary. Woolen balaclava or hat and suitable mittens or gloves are 
essential for mountain trips. 
   You should carry your own immediate first aid supplies. Check with the 
leader for more details of what is required for the trip. Take lunches for each 
day, and your drink requirements, plus emergency chocolate, sweets and/or 
scroggin. On overnight (s) trips, all other food is supplied by the leader. 
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Rules For Those Leading Tramps  
The destination and brief location, plus the list of participants, is to 
be placed on the notice board at the club rooms before leaving. 

These details must also be emailed to the five PLB contacts: 
 

russelladonaldson@outlook.com  (Russell Donaldson) 
btwtcvaux@slingshot.co.nz  (Bruce Thomas) 
tiger2@slingshot.co.nz  (Earle Turner) 
dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz  (Dorothy Symes) 
barbarajgordon@xtra.co.nz (Barbara Gordon) 

 
Need help? We have a list template – ask Barbara or Dorothy.   
For leaders without computers/email, phone details to  
Barbara 348 9149 or Dorothy 345 7039.   

 

August to October 2018 Club Activities 
  Note:  Trip cost estimates are based on 7 cents per kilometre 

(this will vary with increases in fuel) 
               

August 4-5  Alpine Hut Whakapapa Ski Field   

Sat-Sun                      Mike Cole 344 7275  021 160 6875 

    Stay at NZAC Ruapehu Hut Saturday night at 2000m, only a couple 

of hours climb from the Top of the Bruce car park, then do whatever 

from there. Probably carry on up to Crater Lake on one of the days, 

which is another two hours. This is a good trip for newbies as the 

terrain is fairly easy. You need to have completed a snowcraft course. 

Mike needs to know early the numbers coming so he can book the 

hut. 

Mod      Approx cost $60, Junior $35 

 

August 5  Old Timers' Afternoon              Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Sun         Back by popular demand, the old timers' afternoon will this time be at 

the home of club treasurer Dorothy Symes, 77a Liverpool St, from 2-

4pm. Ex-members also welcome. To help with catering, call Dorothy 

by August 1st if you plan to come. 

 

August 11 or 12 Manawatu Gorge Track                Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat or Sun      Believe it or not, Shane hasn't done the Manawatu Gorge Track and 

it's on his bucket list. Whether it's new for you or not, you are invited 

to join him on this delightful walk on a good track through wonderful 

bush. Shane will choose the better of the two days weather-wise. 

Easy/mod   Approx cost $13    
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August 18-19  Gourmet Meal Trip     Dave Scoullar/Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

Sat-Sun    This annual weekend of eating (and some walking) is now a club 

tradition. The venue this year will be Omaru hut on the 

Matemateaonga Track. Talk to the leaders and they will negotiate 

your contributions to the splendid evening meal. Note: this trip has 

been moved forward one week. 

Easy          Approx cost $28 + hut fees 

 

August 18-19  Waipakihi Hut            Tracey Hooper 346 5597 

Sat-Sun   This will hopefully be a blue sky, soft powdery snow trip into the 

Kaimanawa Rage. We sure hope so because there's no better place to 

be if these conditions are met. 

Mod       Cost to be calculated 

 

August 25-26 Poutaki Hut     Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat-Sun     Shane missed out on reaching this isolated hut last year so he's keen 

to get there this time.  It's a four-bunker in the Gwavas Conservation 

Area, Central Hawkes Bay. As far as we are aware this is the first club 

trip there, so join the pioneers. And it’s a no-charge hut! 

Mod           Approx cost $37 
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Sept 1      Cafe Tramp               Sandra Rogers 348 7630 

Sat            Join Sandra on another of her famous cafe tramps. This one will take 

in the Foxton River walk, estuary and beach. She assures us it’s all 

flat. Bring extra $ for cafe stop. 9am start. 

Easy         Approx cost $14 

 

Sept 8 or 9   Summit of Ruapehu or Thereabouts   

Sat or Sun          Mike Cole 344 7275 or  021 160 6875 

 A good chance for all you snowcraft course people to try out your 

skills on something more serious. We will go up the Turoa side with 

an option of just going to the crater lake lookout for those who may 

not want to attempt the final bit to the top. 

Fit                  Approx cost  $20 

 

Sept 12     Trips meeting                Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Wed           Dec/Jan/Feb come under the microscope at this trips meeting at 

7.30pm at 7 Wairere Rd. It’s prime time tramping, so let’s hear your 

ideas! 

 

Sept 15    Maude Track                 Barry Hopper 345 3969 

Sat            An opportunity to traverse the officially closed Maude track and 

climb Maude peak (not very challenging) on the Pouakai Range in 

Egmont National Park. Our friends at Stratford Tramping Club are 

familiar with the area and we will join them on this outing. Great 

views of New Plymouth and a chance to view a waterfall. 

Mod        Approx cost $23 

 

Sept.  22-23   Syme Hut Spring Adventure   

Sat-Sun           Mike Cole 344 7275 or  021 160 6875 

 A nice early spring trip to Syme Hut - bring warm clothes and a 

sleeping bag. You need to have completed a snowcraft course. 

Experience the thrill of sleeping in a fridge/freezer overnight. 

Mod       Approx  cost $30 + hut fees 

 

Sept 29   Pot Luck Dinner              Sandra Rogers 348 7630 

Sat         Another of Sandra’s famous gatherings at 1 Lancewood Pl, St John’s 

Hill.  BYO pot luck dinner starting at 6pm. Come along and enjoy the 

cuisine and good company. 

 

Sept 30   Palmy Walkways        Margret Mckinnon 344 3899 

Sun          Val Wackrow’s circuit of Palmy in June was such a success she has 

been encouraged to seek out more walks in the area. This time she 

will explore some of the numerous walkways in the Summerhill and 

Turitea areas. 

Easy/mod  Approx cost $13 
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Oct 6    Three Bridges            Frances Gibbons 345 8952 

Sat        Stratford Tramping Club is coming to town to walk the three bridges 

in Whanganui, so this is a chance to join them and showcase our 

riverside walkways. STC plans to have lunch at the Virginia Lake 

eatery, so we can also join them there or bring our own lunches. 

Easy     Free 

 

Oct 6-7   Taranaki Weekend              Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat-Sun  New Plymouth and the province of Taranaki offer so many 

wonderful walks, so it’s no wonder the Taranaki Weekend has been a 

club staple for many years. The plan is to do our own thing on the 

Saturday and join New Plymouth Tramping Club for a walk on the 

Sunday. We get a cabin for the  night, eat out and see a movie. A trip 

with a difference and always fun. 

Easy/mod Cost to be calculated 

 

Oct 13-14  Waihohonu Hut            Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Sat-Sun    This luxurious 28-bunk hut in Tongariro National Park, about four 

hours walk from Whakapapa Village, is Dorothy’s destination. The 

good news is that as this weekend is out of season you can get in with 

an annual pass or three hut tickets. Lots to do in the area including 

springs nearby. 

Mod         Approx cost $27 + hut fees 

 

Oct 20-22  Dundas Circuit     Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat-Non    Shane will take the opportunity of Labour Weekend to have another 

go at the Tararua circuit taking in Herepai, Dundas, Cattle Ridge and 

Roaring Stag huts following Tracey’s attempt which was aborted by 

bad weather. This is a Tararua classic with bush and high ridge travel 

and all the excitement  this promises.  

Fit              Cost to be calculated 

 

Oct 20, 21 or 22  Tour de Taranaki              Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat, Sun          Another of Dave’s eclectic trips where we will take in a number   

or Mon           of short walks and local sights in Taranaki. He has a list of walkways, 

           beaches and parks to explore. We’ll go on the best day weather-wise. 

Easy         Cost to be calculated 

 

Oct 27       York Loop Track              Sandra Rogers 348 7630 

Sat             York Loop Track follows part of the old Egmont Branch Railway 

Line used for metal quarrying on Mt Taranaki. The quarry operated 

until the late 1920s providing metal for Taranaki roads and rocks for 

Port Taranaki and there are still many visible remains of this 

operation with good signage. This is an easy walk on a well-defined 
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track. Time also to visit a cafe. 

Easy          Approx cost $21 
 

 
 

Nov 3-4      Kaweka Hills & Hot Pools  Michelle Mackenzie 022 642 9903 

Sat-Sun      The Kawekas are a long way to go but well worth the journey. Early 

departure to Makahu Road end for a wander up to Makino Hut, stay 

the night then down to Mangatainoka hot springs and a meander 

along the Mohaka River back to the van. 

Mod             Approx cost $53 + hut fees 
 
 

 

Nov 10 or 11  Mystery Trip With Rangitikei TC    Leader needed 

Sat or Sun   Enjoy a trip out with Rangitikei Tramping Club on their patch. RTC 

is still working out where to go and all will be revealed in the club’s 

November magazine. 
 
 
 

Nov 14        Trips Meeting             Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Wed          What are your plans for March/April/May? If they involve tramping, 

tell us about them at the trips meeting at 7.30pm at 7 Wairere Rd. 

This is a great season for walking so let’s come up with some Great 

Walks of our own! 
 
 
 

Nov 17      Otangane Loop     Margret McKinnon 344 3899 

Sat              This walk, west of Pahiatua, is an extension of the Sledge Track. The 

loop starts with a 400m steep climb after crossing the Otangane 

Stream. Great views from the top. Several small streams to cross. Six 

hours-plus walk.  

Mod/fit.       Approx cost $18 

 
Nov 18-25  Miranda/Thames Estuary    Jacky Evans 345 6858 

Sun-Sun  The opportunity to do a little bird watching, exploring the Hunua 

Ranges and day walks in the Thames area. We will stay at the 

Miranda Camp for the whole period. The trip is full but feel free to 

put your name on a waiting list if you are interested. 

Easy       Cost to be calculated 

 
Nov 24 or 25  Tongariro Alpine night crossing          Esther Williams 347 8456 

Sat or Sun   We managed a night crossing of Tongariro at Easter and this is 

another chance to enjoy the stars and the solitude. Choosing the 

better day weather-wise, we leave Whanganui at 1pm, a night at 

Possum Lodge returning to Whanganui the next morning. The event 

depends on a clear night and a patient driver. 

Mod            Approx cost $39 
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Nov 26-29  Waikaremoana Track             Tracey Hooper 346 5597 

Mon-Thurs   Waikaremoana, the "Sea of Rippling Waters", is set in vast forests full 

of legend and mystery; the land of the Tuhoe, children of the mist, 

where every tree, rock and stretch of water possessed its own spirit. 

This four-day 43km Great Walk should be on "must do" lists.  If it's 

on yours contact Tracey. She needs to know well in advance as the 

huts have to be booked. Numbers will be limited and priority will be 

given to those who have not done this walk before. 

Mod           Cost to be calculated 

 

From our archives… April 1998 

POSSUM LODGE OUR HAPPY PLACE 
  Possum Lodge weekends are special -- special for older trampers who want to 

revisit favourite places -- special for new trampers who are not sure if tramping is 

their thing -- special for trampers who want to tramp with their children -- special for 

anyone who wants to be part of a companionable group for a few days. 

  This weekend (16-19 January) was special for 10 people. -- Doris Hamling  

 

Possum Lodge 
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OK FOR MOUNTAIN BIKING IN TNP 
 The NZ Conservation Authority has approved amendments to the Tongariro 

National Park Management Plan which will allow mountain biking.  

  Authority Chair Warren Parker said, “This will allow for the establishment of new 

family-friendly cycle recreation opportunities in the park, but only where they 

cannot be more appropriately located outside the park.” 

  The plan’s partial review amendments will allow for the construction of three new 

tracks, and the use of existing and historic tracks. These must be compatible with the 

protection of the cultural and natural values of the park and enjoyment of it by other 

recreation users. 

  If monitoring reveals adverse environmental or social effects on the tracks, DOC, 

with advice from the Tongariro Taupo Conservation Board, have a range of options 

to remedy the situation including the ability to cease track development and remove 

concessions. 

  The authority originally received the application for a plan review in 2017. 

Following discussions with the conservation board, DOC staff and internal 

discussions, they sought confirmation of support from local iwi and referred the 

proposed change to the Minister of Conservation, taking careful consideration of her 

views as well as the community’s. 

   “The authority is pleased to have reached this decision after comprehensive 

consultation with key stakeholders and ensuring robust checks and balances are built 

into the revised plan,” Mr Parker said. 
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Best ‘Tramper’ Contribution - 2018 
 

Judged by last year’s winner, Diane Harries 
This award considers all items contributed by members – especially ones that 

conjure up images of a good tramp and make you wish you had been there. It 

might be descriptive, historic or humorous; it might be a tale of action or mishap. 

It also needs to be brief and useful, and photos are a great addition. 

 

Runner Up: 
Castlecliff to Kai Iwi and Back – A Visitor’s Eye View: Thurs 4 May 

2017   Scribe: Lola Brown (from Perth) 

Refers to the “impressively weighty Wanganui Tramper, an informative and 

humorous insight into the activities of this lively and engaging group of people.” 

“Driftwood trunks and branches lay thick upon the beach like throngs of sun-seeking 

beachgoers at Bondi.”  

“We headed for the nearest massive tree trunk at tea time and perched like sparrows 

in the sun. An easy camaraderie was evident as we progressed along the windswept 

coast. I enjoyed hearing about the lives and experiences of some of the members.” 

“The banter as we made our way back through the Wanganui rush hour traffic 

caused a chuckle. Thank you all for making me so welcome.”  

 

Highly Commended: 

Mangaone Walkway: Wed 17 May 2017: Bruce Thomas 

Mangaturuturu Hut: Wed 24 May 2017: David Howard 

Mana Island: Sun 11 Jun 2017: Dorothy Symes – interesting trip 

Snowcraft 1: Sun 20 Aug 2017 : Shane Wilson – antics in the snow 

Waiinu Beach: Thur 24 Aug 2017: Julie Kearse – people getting stuck in various 

places 

Northern Tararua Crossing: 2-5 Dec 2017: Tracey Hooper – humour 

Paekakariki Escarpment: Sun 3 Dec 2017: Marilyn McGlone – intrepid trampers in 

wind on steep terrain 

John Maher’s: Ngaturi Road, Brunswick: Thur 14 Dec 2017: Linda Clarke – 

historic, relations 

Mangaturuturu Hut: Sun 17 Dec 2017: Bruce Thomas – quotes from two lads on 

the trip 

Tongariro Forest Conservation Area: Fri-Sun 12-14 Jan 2018: Graham Sutcliffe – 

interest 

Tama Lakes: Wed 14 Mar 2018: Barry Hopper – well written 

Takaka Trip: 23-29 Mar 2018: Dorothy Symes – so many unforeseeable issues 
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Winner: 

Tongariro Moonlight Crossing: Sun 1 Apr 2018    Scribe: Esther Williams 

[In the mildness, we wore short sleeved tops. At first, the moonlight suffused, drew 

together a concentration of light, then burst out as a ringed celestial body, the 

landscape bathed in surreal shades of light and shade. Beautiful. The Tongariro rim 

stood out whereas Ngauruhoe loomed over us. Derek captured the image. Our 

breathing created mist. The wind rose, cutting and cruel. Near the top of Red 

Crater, we passed the growing rocky cairn, a sign pointing directions. The cairn was 

smaller last year! Relief from the cold came from hot vents steaming at ankle level at 

the top. We squatted and warmed up. “I could go to sleep right here,” said Derek.]  

Also contributed photos from Derek. 

August 2018 Quiz 
1. Name NZ's southern-most national park 

2. Why did watch-makers like the titoki tree? 

3. The Old Ghost Road track cost how much to build per metre -- about   

    $76, $86 or $96? 

4. Name of the highest mountain in southeast Asia 

5. According to DOC, what percentage of kahikatea forest is thought to  

     remain -- 2, 10, 15? 

6. Name the club member who once played table tennis professionally in   

    Germany 

7. The Mt Ruapehu RMT requires trampers to walk along the Ohakune   

     Mountain Rd between Whanganui Corner and the Waitonga Falls car    

     park -- more or less than 3km? 

8. Is it 234 rapids in 239km from Taumarunui to Whanganui or 239 rapids  

     in 234km? 

9. Where was Instagram's most popular Kiwi destination in 2017? 

10. In what direction does the arrow on the weather vane point? 

 

                                                                                                       Answers page 53 

“All truly great thoughts are conceived by walking”. 

     Friedrich Nietzsche 
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Limericks 
 

We know a bright lady named Dot 
To a group she belongs called the Bot, 

The contorta said she 
Is a beautiful tree -- 

If America is your spot. 
 

A young pine-puller named Guy 
Would around the mountainside fly 

When we shouted "hey son, 
Bit more work, less fun" 

He could be heard to mutter "oh my!" 
 

A pine-puller's daughter 
Had a pain in her aorta 

"The pain's caused by fear, 
It's quite simple, my dear, 

'Cos they've found a new sorta contorta." 
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Murphy's Laws of Bushwalking 
. No matter where you sit, the smoke from the campfire 
always blows in your eyes.  
. No matter what route you plan, it always criss-crosses the 
margin of two or more maps. 
. The item you want in your pack is always at the bottom. 
. The short cut you decide to take always seems to involve a 
deep ravine or a sheer cliff. 
. The stream crossing is just too wide and deep to get across 
dry shod. 

“Boot Award” 2018 

 

Congratulations Carolyn Shingleton, this year’s recipient of The Raewyn Doughty 

Memorial Trophy - “The Boot Award”, for exceptional involvement behind the 

scenes.  Carolyn effectively co-ordinates the TT2 walks and ‘BOMBS’ bikers.  She 

has organized and led several memorable multi-day bike trips and is a dependable 

and safety-conscious leader.  Well deserved!! 
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PACK TALK AUGUST 2018 
 

 

Those are my principles. If you don't like them I have others. -- Groucho Marx. 

 

You may not have noticed but it's a takeover! Yes, following the AGM in June, 

seven of the ten places on our executive are now of the female persuasion. 

Congratulations to Carolyn Shingleton and Michelle Mackenzie on getting voted on 

to the committee. And a big thank you to Dick Mitchell, Earle Turner and Mark 

Kennedy for their years of service. 

 

Congratulations also go to Carolyn for receiving the Raewyn Doughty Boot for 

2018, awarded "for those who slave away at the back" (to quote Brian Doughty). 

She does great work organising the Tuesday cycling and TT2 walking groups. 

 

Counting candles … Doris Hamling turned 90 in June and George Neil turns 80 this 

August. 

 

“I just brought you up here for a look-see” is the perfect explanation when leader 

goes off track. It shows real class, doesn’t it Sandra Rogers. 

 

BOMBS have discovered that Tuesday at the Yellow House is “Doughnut Day”. 

Fried, with lashings of cream and jam. The snug lycras are straining at the seams. 

"You've got me into bad habits," Julie Kearse told Carolyn Shingleton as she eyed 

up her doughnut. 

 

One recent foul-weather Tuesday produced only three cyclists. They just didn’t want 

to miss out on the doughnuts. Token bike ride of 15 minutes in the rain, then 

straight to the café. 

 

Not only was it a pot-luck dinner at the Kearses’, it was pot-luck-shoes at the door 

too.  Yvonne, well on the way home, realised “Oh! these are not my shoes” and was 

obliged to return and ring the doorbell. 

 

Trevor and Julie’s house tours always attract an interested group. Ushered into what 

was described as the “gymnasium or games room”, a stage whisperer observed 

“There’s a double bed in there!” 

 

Darrell Grace may be 90-something but he’s as sparky as ever, i.e. his email address 

which is disgrace@xtra.co.nz 

 

The normally bandbox-perfect, pristine and spotless Mr W Lennox, admired for 
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never getting dirt on his tramping clothes, has sullied his sartorial reputation. Fell off 

bike: BIG muddy patch on trousers. On a more positive note, congratulations to 

Walter and Elizabeth Lennox on their Golden Wedding.  

 

Was there a doctor in the hut? There was! Mike Miller was on hand when a 

Tauranga tramper had a medical mishap in Upper Travers hut. He was later 

choppered to Nelson Hospital. 

 

Mike again … he showed he's an elegant mover when joining the performers on 

stage at the Zulu Love show in the Opera House. 

 

The BOMBS will be bragging about this …according to a recent five-year study of 

more than 250,000 people published in The British Medical Journal, cycling reduces 

your chances of getting cancer by 45%, heart disease by 46%, and death from 

diseases such as those by 41%. 

 

So how appropriate that when Barbara Francis said goodbye to bank job they gave 

her a bike. 

 

So, what are the odds for accidental injuries? Jim G, often in the wars, is currently 

nursing a couple of broken ribs – their healing not aided by that kick from a small 

grandson. Ouch! 

 

Wednesday regular Bruce Thomas has had several weeks off while contending with 

a nasty bout of shingles. The good news is that he rejoined his Wednesday buddies 

in mid-July. 

 

Good on yer mate! Graham Sutcliffe wanted to walk the Paekakariki escarpment. 

However, being acrophobic didn’t help. But he put his fear behind him, gave it a go 

and completed the walk with the club in June.  

 

The Hutt Valley Tramping Club's recent visit got a big tick, with leader Nick 

McBride (son of club member Sue) writing in their club magazine, "It was a great 

initiative of the WTC to invite us, and we enjoyed two very satisfying day walks, 

neither of which would normally have been thought about for our trip schedule. We 

are keen to reciprocate the hospitality and are thinking about appropriate local trails 

to show the WTC." 

 

So many clubbies are going overseas or have travelled in 2018, too many to record. 

The biggest group is probably the six who are off to Peru this month (August). 

 

Did you see Dee Ess lose his rag! Literally!  Rubbing his driver’s window while 

driving a club van at Marybank the rag flew out the window. It’s probably still there. 
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If you're visiting ED at Whanganui Hospital, pause to view Derek Barrett's photo on 

the wall of Mt Ruapehu from Junction Rd, near the start of the Waitahinga Trails.  

It's huge, and magnificent. 

 

Bruce Thomas's new gaiters were widely admired by the Wednesday group. 

Someone asked where he got them. "On the internet," said Bruce. David Taylor 

(pointing at Bruce's sturdy wooden walking pole): "Did you get that on the internet, 

too?" 

 

Sadly, we say goodbye to Graeme Aitken, a longtime clubbie who has led many 

popular easy/moderate tramps over the years. Graeme has moved to Tauranga.  

 

Have you noticed that going to Taranaki these days involves a compulsory tomato 

stop in Patea? Excellent produce, good price, so why not? 

 

If you're taking a trip to the western Ruahine, do Cherry Channon a favour and 

drive via Makirikiri Rd. It's her favourite road and she loves experiencing the ups 

and downs on her motorbike. 

 

The Rugby World Cup is still more than a year away but we heard Ross McBeth is 

packing his bag for Japan.  

 

Further to the article in the last magazine about the Norwegian forecast, Brigitte 

Hund says she uses it to tell her when to put her washing out and swears by it. 

 

Raewyn Sharrock got herself on the front page of the Wanganui Chronicle with her 

"give and take" stand in Koromiko Rd, an idea she picked up on a visit to Raglan. 

 

"It put a smile on his dial," said Dean Maher of Ridgy's new E-bike. Ridgy, by the 

way, was thrilled when after getting a flattie near the airport was taken to the cycle 

shop by some obliging workmen where the tyre was fixed within minutes. 

 

Hail Esther … she provided the best Tramper report 2017-18 (Moonlight Tongariro 

Alpine Crossing), as judged by Diane Harries who commented that "the standard of 

articles was very good overall, and the choice was a challenge. However, one stood 

out this year because it ticked all the boxes with photos, excitement and good 

writing. Keep up the good work, trampers! Makes it fun to read the magazine." 

 

Warning: Go on a tramp with Laurel Stowell and you may end up in the Wanganui 

Chronicle. Not that Shane McCulloch is likely to complain about his full page article 

on his vege growing business. A whopping free advertisement. 

 

Getting lost on a trip may be forgivable but just getting to the start … hmmm! The 

Brian Doughty/DS trans-Waitotara trip got off to a dubious start when they 
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overshot Puniwhakau Rd and almost finished up at Whangamomona. Well it was 

foggy, they said unconvincingly. 

 

Former club member Barry Nixon was proud that forebears Mr and Mrs John 

Nixon arrived in Whanganui in 1841 as part of the NZ Company Scheme. A new 

stained glass window in the Council Chamber depicts the first official Europeans, 

including the Nixons, who are considered to be the founders of Whanganui. Years 

ago Barry walked up the coast from Wellington to Whanganui to re-enact his 

forebears' journey. 

 

“I’ve decided that when trampers retire they go to bike shops — and shopping,” 

mused el presidente Margret McKinnon. 

 

Well she didn't call them motormouths! No, in her Wanganui Chronicle feature article 

on the trans-Waitotara trip, Laurel called Brian and Dee Ess "avid talkers". 

 

You ain't got mail! When the Doughty party reached the letter box, a hole carved 

into the papa bank at the junction of the Waka Track leading to the Matemateaonga 

Track, it was empty. Not so when another club party passed that way in 2006. There 

was a letter but not for us. Turned out to be a humorous note from some earlier 

wanderers. 

 

You read it here first! Yes, we had a scoop with our obituary on life member Derick 

Matthews QSM, a man who contributed a lot not just to our club but the 

community. The Chronicle and River City Press penned obits later. 

 

In the May magazine Bruce Thomas talked about his experience with an electric 

fence. Now it’s the turn of Dee Ess who got a reality check when he pushed his head 

against a hot wire.  

 

Well done our Spanish Camino trampers -- Dorothy Symes, Linda Hart (for the 

second time) and Andy Beck. Also to the Portuguese Camino trampers Jacky Evans 

and Bev Sinclair.  

 

A photo by Cherry made it into the May edition of Wilderness. It was of her three 

tramping buddies at Leon Kinvig hut in the Ruahine. The magazine in July 

described Mangaturuturu as “arguably the best-situated and most aesthetically-

pleasing (hut) of the (round Mt Ruapehu) tramp.” 

 

Now we know why we don't see much of Glenys Ellett -- she's too busy on behalf of 

the Waitotara-Patea Surfcasters' Club. Glenys, who is on the club committee, wrote 

an article in Wanganui Midweek about the club's bach which turned 40 in May. 

 

Despite the counter-attraction of the Royal wedding, quiz night was again 
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successful. Nine teams took part and the winning quartet comprised Stephen and 

Sabine Hormann and Stephen and Sally Gray. 

 

Yeah right! "It's downhill from here on." -- Mark Sutherland on the Waitotara 

crossover. 

 

Did you know? When we go into the western Ruahine towards Alice Nash Heritage 

Lodge, we pass from the car park through a very fancy iron gates entrance. They are 

iron for a reason -- symbolic of the nearby Iron Gates Gorge. 

 

A sure sign we are an ageing club is the condolences column which is now a regular 

feature of our quarterly magazine. Look back a decade or two and deaths touching 

the club were few and far between.  
 

Helpful hint:  Should you be forced to drink your own urine to survive (like Claire 

Nelson, the Kiwi tramper who shattered her pelvis in the US and wasn't found for 

four days), be aware that, in her words, "it tasted like really bad, flat beer -- it is not 

pleasant but it is not the worst thing."  
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Subscription Notices 
You all should have received the above by now. Emailed or sent by NZ Post. 

Subscriptions are coming in daily to process. Please let me know if you 

haven’t received the notice yet, or if you have not been able to access the 

attached notice with your email. 
 

dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz or phone 06 345 7039 
 

Thank you 

Dorothy Symes, Treasurer WTC 
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Whakapapaiti Stream Tongariro National Park 

Earle’s 80th 

Celebration 
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Mangamahu 

Manawatu Gorge 
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Paekakariki Escarpment 

On the way to Rangi Hut 
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Waiinu Beach 
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Outdoors News 
Landslide closes track on Mt Taranaki  

  The main northern route on a popular Mt Taranaki tramping track is partially off 

limits until next summer. A section of the Pouakai Crossing from North Egmont 

Visitor Centre to Holly Hut has been closed by a landslide after successive cyclones 

battered the region in late summer. 

  The slip, between the Boomerang Slip 

and Kokowai track junction, severely 

damaged the main access between the 

visitor centre and Holly Hut. Trampers 

can still walk to Holly from the visitor 

centre using a two hour detour on the Ram 

and Kokowai tracks to rejoin the main 

track to the hut. 

  DOC senior ranger Dave Rogers said the 

track will be closed for the winter when 

heavy rains and frosts will help dislodge 

any loose material above the slip and provide a better base to begin repairs. Track 

closure signs are in place and there is a high risk for anyone attempting to ignore the 

warnings. 

 

New Kaimai hut opens soon 

  A new 12-bunk hut in the Kaimai-Mamaku Forest Park is due to open this spring. 

The hut will be on the North South Track in the southern part of the Kaimai Range, 

near Ngamuwahine Shelter.  

  The project is being run by the Kaimai Ridgeway Trust which represents tramping 

and deerstalking clubs from Auckland, Waikato, the Coromandel and Bay of Plenty. 

The hut, to be called Te Whare Okioki (the resting place) will be included on DOC's 

new online booking system (to be unveiled later this year), but will be managed by 

the trust as a serviced hut. It is expected to be very popular. 

  The last time the club held a multi-day tramp in this area was the traverse of the 

range organised by Graham Sutcliffe about 10 years ago.  

 

Big plans for Egmont National Park 

  The Provincial Growth Fund will commit up to $13.3m to investigate and support 

the Mounga ki Moana Taranaki Crossing project, a major new investment for the 

region, including Egmont National Park.  The proposed Crossing concept would 

create a 41km “Mounga to Moana” walking experience offering a range of one-day 

walks from Dawson Falls via the North Egmont Visitor Centre, Pouakai Range and 

Pukeiti Gardens to Oakura Beach. 

  A potential upgrade of the visitor centre to create a conservation and cultural 

education facility will be considered, as will possible development of transport 

options such as shuttle buses to manage and reduce traffic within the national park.  

Pouaki Crossing with Mt Taranaki 
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  The project, which has a total cost of $23 million, comes on the back of plans to 

upgrade and promote the 14.4km Pouakai Crossing, running from the visitor centre 

to the Mangorei Road end, traversing the RMT, Ahukawakawa swamp and the 

Pouakai Range.  

 

Wheels in motion for trails 

  Here's news for our biking group -- three new biking trails have been proposed for 

the Tararua Ranges in a move to open up the area and attract more visitors. 

  They are the Remutaka Descent, a 15km trail suitable for intermediate riders; 

Tararua Forest Park Mt Holdsworth Mountain Bike Park, more than 20km  of easy 

trails set in native bush behind the Holdsworth camp site away from tramping 

tracks; Kiriwhakapapa Trail, an existing 9km walking trail north of Masterton which 

will be upgraded to a track. 

  The sites were designed for low-use and no-use areas, so will not interfere with 

hunters or trampers. The Wairarapa Regional Mountain Bike Track Trust hopes to 

begin work on the first track by 2020. 

 

Good bye to Dome Shed 

 The Dome equipment shed has 

been removed from Mt Ruapehu 

as it is no longer needed to house 

volcano monitoring equipment. 

The shed was originally built as 

the Dome Shelter, but has been 

destroyed, rebuilt and damaged 

in volcanic eruptions. Since the 

1995-96 eruptions its function has 

been restricted to an equipment 

shed for monitoring volcanic 

activity. 

 DOC Tongariro District 

Operations Manager Bhrent Guy 

says the shed was hard to find in  

a blizzard, but even on a good weather day in winter the top hatch was generally 

frozen shut, requiring more than 30 minutes of digging off ice and snow to access 

the main door. The shed hasn't served as an effective shelter for two decades and, 

since 2011, the important volcano monitoring equipment has been housed in a 

purpose-built facility at Glacier Knob. 

 

Architect of track-building dies 

  Track building stalwart Roye Hammond has died just short of his 100th birthday. 

The Milford Track may have been known as the finest walk in the world since the 

turn of the 20th century but it was under Roye's guidance that he, the next 

generation of track maintenance staff, and all those to follow, made the track we 

Dome Shed under snow 
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know and love today. 

  For more than 45 years  he gave his grit, determination 

and good old Kiwi know-how as he helped create a legacy 

in the outdoors. Roye came south in 1971 to work at 

Pompoloma Hut in Fiordland as trackman and guide. He 

worked at all the independent walker huts from 1979-86, 

then for the following 19 years supervised the conservation 

volunteers and trained young staff on improving the track 

walking surface. 

  His last walk along the Milford Track took place in his 

95th year. He returned for the track's 125th celebrations. 

 

 

 
 

True story from the Kokotahi pub: A small boy was promised that, just like his 
big sister, he too would get a bike when he was ten. The tenth birthday came 
round, but no bike. Nor the next birthday. Times were hard and there just 
wasn’t the money for bikes. Early this year the little boy turned seventy. His 
91-year-old mother’s present was … a brand new, shiny mountainbike! 

Roye Hammond 
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Report provides insights into tramping incidents  
 More than one in every 300 trampers in New Zealand was injured while walking in 

the outdoors in the past year, new research has found. The Mountain Safety Council 

(MSC) spent about 15 months on the extensive report, called A Walk In The Park?    

  Groups working to make tramping safer will be able to specifically target their 

efforts based on the report's findings. The report found more than 1.5 million people 

tramped in New Zealand in 2017, about 900,000 of which were New Zealanders. 

There were 5504 tramping injuries reported in that time, meaning that for every 279 

trampers, one needed medical care. 

  There was an 83 per cent increase in injuries over the past 10 years, but 

participation also increased over that time. About 40 per cent of injuries happened 

between 11am and 2pm.  

  Nearly 70 per cent of injuries were the result of a fall (including slips and trips). The 

most common type of injury was soft tissue damage, making up 80 per cent of all 

injuries. The knee or ankle was the most likely part of the body to be injured.  

  In 2017, one out of every 220,000 trampers died, 

with falling causing 31 of the 57 recorded 

tramping fatalities in the decade to June 2017. 

Nearly half of fatalities occurred while someone 

was tramping alone or had separated from their 

group.  

  Nearly half of international visitor fatalities were 

on short walks or day trips, compared to 22 per 

cent of New Zealander fatalities. One of every 

3019 trampers was involved in a search and 

rescue operation, with nearly 70 per cent of those 

involved being New Zealanders. Search and 

rescue incidents involving human error rose 

throughout the day, peaking about 5pm.  

  MSC chief executive Mike Daisley said nothing 

about the report was trying to make outdoor 

recreation look unsafe, and most people who went into the outdoors had a great 

time and returned safely.  

  The report goes into significant detail, including breaking down issues by various 

factors including age group, gender, and whether those involved were from New 

Zealand or overseas. It also looks at trends within several geographic hotspots. 

  Daisley said the level of detail in the report would allow experts to work on very 

specific problems, rather than trying to solve general tramping issues. He expected 

working groups would be established to focus on specific topics.  The report 

encouraged the sector to work with the facts, and removed ambiguity, emotions and 

opinions around the issues, he said. 

  It would help MSC specifically to target the types of people most likely to be 

involved with tramping incidents to ensure they have the right information. "It's not 

just a scatter-gun approach, it can get very targeted." 
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BOMBS Report 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 We have had some changeable weather for Tuesday cycling but most days we’ve 

managed to get our ride in before it deteriorated.   

   In May we had some exceptional weather, when 21 cyclists travelled to Napier to 

experience the Napier/Hastings trails - no wind, sunny days and 20oC, perfect for 

biking.  These trails must be the Rolls Royce of tracks, super-wide and smooth with 

well-maintained surfaces of concrete and sand/limestone mix. 

   After arriving in Napier we cycled the Water Trail – 37.5km around Westshore 

and back past the Airport to Kennedy Park. 

   Day 2 took us from the I-site in Marine Parade and down to Clifton – a 68 km 

return trip with eight of us doing an additional 18 km, diverting to include the 

Puketapu Loop.   

   Day 3 we left Napier for Hastings where we rode the Wineries Trail – another 37 

km, before having lunch at the Hastings Golf Club and returning to Wanganui in the 

late afternoon. 

   A big thank you to everyone who participated, helping to make this an amazing 

weekend.  

   As we get into Spring we will be doing more day trips to Palmerston North, Peka 

Peka and New Plymouth. We are always looking for drivers to help ease the load, so 

if you are available please let me know.  

   Safe and happy cycling 

   Carolyn Shingleton 

How to die in the hills, or Search and Rescue's nightly prayer:  
Seek no wisdom, leave no word, common sense is too absurd. 
Take no extra food or gear, you'll not need them, never fear. Do not 
fret if you've no skill, birds like you are hard to kill. We beg of you, 
before you die, pick a place that's not too high. 
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SEVEN TRACKS EYED AS NEW GREAT WALKS 
  DOC has shortlisted seven multi-day walks to become Great Walks. They are: Te 

Paki Coastal Walk, Northland; Aotea Track, Great Barrier Island; Timber Trail, 

Waikato; Tarawera Trail, Bay of Plenty; Queen Charlotte Track, Marlborough; 

Waiau-Toa/Molesworth, Canterbury; and Hump Ridge Track, Fiordland. 

  DOC Director Recreation Tourism and Heritage Jennie Marks says the current 

nine Great Walks are increasingly popular and, to meet growing demand, Budget 

2017 provided $12.7 million to expand the network. She said DOC thinking has 

evolved since the process began last year when they were looking at two new Great 

Walks.  

  “Depending on options, we may still achieve two walks or decide to invest in only 

one if it is an outstanding option that requires significant new tracks and building 

upgrades.”  

  When DOC asked the public last 

September which walks should join the 

Great Walks network, it received more 

than 30 submissions, with 20 located in 

the North Island and 10 in the South 

Island.  

  These submissions were assessed by a 

panel comprising representatives from 

Federated Mountain Clubs, New 

Zealand Recreation Association, New 

Zealand Maori Tourism, Tourism New 

Zealand, Air New Zealand, Tourism 

Industry Aotearoa, as well as DOC. The 

panel selected the seven walks to 

advance through to the next stage. 

  Key considerations for any new walk 

include opportunities to engage with 

Maori culture; accessibility for New 

Zealanders; and cost and environmental 

impacts to bring the track and facilities up to the Great Walks standard. Options will 

vary in relation to the level of cost required.  

  “Community support is also a vital part of choosing any new Great Walk and we’ll 

be engaging with community groups, along with local whanau, hapu and iwi. We’ll 

also talk with recreation, conservation and tourism sector representatives through 

this process,” says Jennie Marks.  

  An announcement of the successful Great Walk or Walks will be made at the end 

of 2018 and it is expected that any new Great Walk will be ready for the beginning 

of the 2021 summer season. Currently DOC offers nine Great Walks with another 

one (Paparoa Track) currently in development on the West Coast. 

Queen Charlotte Sound 
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DUNK SOUP        

Barbara Gordon 

   Ruahine’s Deerford Track starts with a bang, a stream crossing to challenge the 

stoutest boots.  Twice over, there and back. 

   A flash of brilliance comes upon Di Harries. The owner of two sturdy Dry Bags, 

for keeping gear dry on canoe trips, she wonders how they’d fare in a stream 

crossing.  I could simply step into each one and wade across.  Sceptic Royce, evidently, 

was not so sure.  Well, I’m going to give it a go, was Di’s response, and we’ll just see what 

happens. 

   An expectant crowd gathers on the 

stream bank, secretly wondering if the 

finale could be a spectacular dunking.  

Hoping, even.  Di places first one foot, 

then the other, into her Dry Bags and with 

some trepidation ventures into the stream.  

Backpack and walk-poles are an 

encumbrance:  a third hand (or a pair of 

natty trouser braces, perhaps) would have 

helped hold the bags aloft.  The first steps 

are tentative and wary, then to a chorus of 

encouraging cheers and chortles Di heaves 

her dinosaur’s gumboots across the torrent 

and strides triumphantly ashore.  

   End result?  Thirty wet feet times two – 

that’s sixty wet feet - and two dry ones.  

And one very broad grin.  Stand aside 

knitted earwarmers, rubbish-bag raincoats 

and mud crampons, you’ve had your day. 

The hot new, must-have tramper’s 

accessory this year is Dry Bags!    
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TRAMPING TUCKER  

BY UNCLE HAL 

Cooking in ashes or coals  

  The secret of cooking in ashes or coals is to build a fire early and let it burn down 

to coals. If flames are needed for another part of the fire, the coals may be drawn 

over to one side and additional coals added, as required 

from the fire. 

 Potatoes: Place medium-size potatoes on hot ashes 

without touching each other. Cover with 15mm of hot 

coals. Should be baked in 40 minutes. Never toss 

potatoes on to fire or they will be burnt to a cinder. Can 

be baked in clay or mud.  

 Onion: Cook like potatoes. 

 Damper: Can be cooked on flat stone. Put stone in earth 

hollow under the fire. Cover with fire ashes to prevent 

burning, rake red hot embers over. Keep a small fire 

burning on top. Ready in 35 minutes. 

 Eggs: Slice an orange or similar in half. Remove the inside and eat. Break egg into 

orange shell. Cover with top half. Cook in coals like potatoes. 

 Pig in a blanket: Sausage, preferably a long thinnish type, on a stick. Cover with 

damper dough mixture. Similar to hot dogs. 
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TT2 Report 

Thurs 3 May: This week we met at Trafalgar Square for a bus trip to Manuka Street, 

walking to Mill Road, Titoki Reserve and back to town via Puriri Street and Alma 

Road - 16 people attended.  

 

Thurs 17 May: Met at Aramoho Shopping Centre car park for a walk up Somme 

Parade to climb the Roberts Ave hill - 21 people. 

 

Thurs 31 May: Met behind the Taupo Quay BP for a walk over Cobham Bridge, 

through Putiki and up around Durie Hill.  Some walked an additional circuit around 

the bridges - 21 people. 

 

Thurs 14 June:  With the weather not looking too promising we met at Club Room 

car park for a walk around St Johns Hill, Springvale and back through Bens Place -

19 attended. 

 

Thurs 28 June:  From the River Walkway pathway out to Whanganui Airport to 

visit the NZ International Commercial Pilot Academy.  A very interesting and 

informative tour through the school was appreciated by all 28 people attending. 

Carolyn Shingleton 

 

 

Carolyn & Julie. Is this what one aspires to after an e-bike? 
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WTC Trip Reports 
Atene Skyline Track 

Sat 21 Apr 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  An old favourite proved a hit with the 10 members of the Hutt Valley Tramping 

Club who we hosted on the Atene Skyline Track on a fine day with a nearly dry 

track. Our turnout numbered 12.  The day went without incident. 

  We all started from the Pipiriki end and the track was in good condition to the 

shelter. After that it is getting a bit overgrown with a lot of small windfalls in the 

beech area but still easily negotiable. 

  On trip: Dave Scoullar, Ken Howie, Mike Cole, Shane Wilson, Marie O'Leary, 

Dorothy Symes, Margaret Chainey, Victoria Kay, Mike Miller, Bruce Thomas, 

Derek Barrett and Juliet Kojis. 

 

Waverley Beach to Waitotara River 

Sun 20 May 2018 

Scribe: Shane Wilson 

   On an overcast Sunday morning eight WTC members ventured from Waverley 

Beach to the Waitotara River. Starting out along the cliff tops, they made their way 

down to the beach and along to the river mouth. Lunch was had with views of the 

partly submerged totara forest.  Then began the journey back up along the beach, 

made difficult by a stiff headwind. Once back on cliff tops, a stop was made to 

observe a blowhole - its thunderous noise with crashing waves enjoyed by all. Not 

soon after a seal was seen, casually lying on the beach and enjoying the afternoon 

sun. A stop was made at Waverley for ice creams, a pleasant finish to a great day. 

 

Waitotara Crossover 

25-29 Apr  2018 

Scribe: Laurel Stowell 

  Two vans full of trampers left Whanganui for this trip at 6am on Anzac Day. They 

headed for Taranaki, then inland from Stratford. Weather - glorious. Arrival at the 

end of Puniwhakau Rd was later than expected, due to overshooting the turn-off by 

many kilometres. New landowner there was happy with us parking up, and we set 

off on a bulldozed track through pines and then gradually uphill through 

regenerating bush. 

  Alas the day trippers had to turn back after a lunch near a former mailbox cut into 

the papa bank. The six long distance walkers - Brian Doughty, Shane McCulloch, 

Mark Sutherland, Robert Lott, David Scoullar and I - carried on uphill to Charlie's 

Clearing, an old house site and former paddock on top of a ridge.  We settled down 

for a night in bivvy bags or under flys, with a camp fire to chase off the cold, water 

from a tiny creek and a half moon in a clear sky overhead. 

  Next day it took a while to find the track onward to Puteore Hut. When we did 

there were a lot of windfalls and we had to cast around for markers many times. It 
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took longer than the expected three hours to get there.  The six bunk hut was in great 

shape on the ridge top.  Next day the track continued south on the same ridge, 

through magnificent forest and with fewer windfalls. There were a couple of turnoffs 

that we didn't take.  Tahupo Hut was just as good as Puteore. 

  The fourth day of walking continued along the ridge, with a drier forest dominated 

by black beech. Then it plunged abruptly down into lush lowland forest and the 

Waitotara River Valley. We saw a blue duck at the swing bridge across the river, 

and arrived in a light sprinkling of rain.  Trains Hut was a bit smaller than the others 

and Australian visitor Phillip Hosking shared it with us. There was also an 

abandoned tent in the hut clearing, left behind by "Old Mate", according to the hut 

book. 

  Sunday was bright and fine again for our walk down the valley to the Waitotara 

road end. The final few kilometres were on a vehicle track through farm land. Driver 

Barry Hopper met us and ferried us back to town.  The relaxed walk, in good 

company, through this old and remote forest, was a wonderful experience. 

 

Waitotara Crossover 

Wed 23 May 2018 

Scribe: Graham Ellett 

   The weather was fine as Esther, Margaret, Cherry, David T, Laurel, Jiri, Glenys 

and Graham E set off  along Waiinu Beach in a westerly direction. 'Post Point' was 

the first outcrop of  rocks reached. The low tide enabled us to walk on the wet sands 

at a good pace.  Mounded sand still shows where a 20 metre-long pygmy blue whale, 

which washed ashore in May of  2011,  was later buried above the high water line.   

   After reaching 'Mussel Rock', we headed inland in search of  ventifacts, rare rocks 

shaped to a peak by the constant sandblasting of  the wind. At the Waitotara river 

mouth a couple of  locals were slabbing a nice rata log for future table tops for their 

marae. Many black swans and Canada geese were sheltering in the safety of  the 

river, it being duck-shooting season. 

   In 1886 a 70 ton schooner “Pelican” washed up on the beach. In 1894  a 103 ft 

schooner “Christine” was wrecked at the river mouth. In more recent years (1978) 

five local fishermen were drowned. Their names are remembered on a memorial 

stone at the Waiinu campsite.  

   We crossed the Richardson farm to reach a 35 metre high point.  Troops were 

based on this view point in 1865 and 1868 but today there is just a water tank. We 

observed a very black sky approaching and within minutes the sky flashed and hail 

pelted us followed by heavy rain for about an hour. 

   The cellar of  the former Rising Sun Hotel (1870-1873) was investigated and was a 

temporary shelter for some, but the decision was made to get back to base and get 

the fire going.  After crossing farmland, we headed through Pearce's pine plantation 

and back to Waiinu Beach road in fine weather again. Fresh scones, lunch and a 

cuppa were enjoyed at No.4 before the van headed back to town. 
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Fords’ property: Ngarino Rd, Kai Iwi  

Thur 24 May 2018 

Scribe:  Don Gordon 

   Ngarino Road is reached via SH3. We have had our fair share of rain this month 

and today promised more of the same. The Ford farm is well maintained with good 

roading, making for easy walking. We were greeted by the usual farm dogs. An 

addition this time was a very friendly young male deer that showed great affection 

for the girls! 

   After morning tea sheltered behind some boxthorn we made our way via Handley 

Road to the beach overlooking Mowhanau. We lunched and set out on our return – 

in a decent shower of rain. We had dried out by the time we reached the van. A 

good 11k walk.  

   Coffee at the Pukeko’s Nest completed the day enjoyed by Earle our leader, 

Barbara, Carolyn, Jacky, Jan, Julie, Kate, Sharron, Tim, Katy and Don.  

  
Cow Creek Hut 

2-3 Jun 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  On trip: Val Wackrow, Shane McCulloch and Dave Scoullar. 

  This was supposed to be a three-day crossover involving Cow Creek and Mitre 

Flats huts in the eastern Tararua. As we only had three people, it was no crossover 

and the trip was reduced to two days. 

  On a decent day we drove to Kiriwhakapapa and climbed steeply 600m on Blue 

Range. Halfway up several beech trees have tree guards protecting mistletoe from 

possums. From the Blue Range hut turnoff we turned southwest briefly before 

sidling and making a gradual descent along a spur to a signpost pointing towards the 

Waingawa River.  The track then went down a steep side spur to the valley, 

alongside the river and finally over a long swing bridge to Cow Creek Hut, a classic 

but rundown Forest Service six-bunk hut, in a gloomy clearing. Total travel five and 

three-quarter hours. 

  There were already three people in the hut. Four more camped beside the river and 

a hut-bagging latecomer found a place on the hut floor. 

  We woke to grey skies and on and off drizzle, with the snow-covered main range 

hidden by low cloud. It was a slog back up the hill to 920m and then down the other 

side on a now slippery track to the van just as it started to rain properly. Again the 

walk took five and three-quarter hours. A good leg-stretch but a shame no crossover 

and, sadly, very little birdlife. 

 

Rata Maru Maru -Tokomaru West 

Wed 6 Jun 2018 

Scribe:  Graham Sutcliffe 

  Dougal and Di welcomed us on arrival at their homestead.  After presenting us 

with a map of their property and directions, we were on our way about 8.45am.  In 

our party was Rozy Rawlinson who luckily had hiked over much of what we were 
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planning to walk.  I’m positive if Rozy hadn’t been there the trip would not have 

gone so smoothly - many thanks Rozy.   

  We walked mainly on well-formed and well-maintained farm tracks.  Much of the 

property is in forestry and the rest stocked, although at times we could see stands of 

mature bush.  We saw two features during the day: the first a unique water pumping 

system which had us all fascinated.   The other feature, where we had lunch, stacks 

of large shellrock slabs placed in positions that resembled England’s Stonehenge. 

  Although cloudy and misty at times we occasionally had extensive views and tried 

to identify landmarks. In spite of a very indifferent weather forecast there was only 

one serious shower, but it was quite cold. 

   Back at the van Di and Dougal were kind to have us in for afternoon tea – very 

much appreciated – many thanks. 

  Those out were: Cherry Channon, Heather Mackenzie, Laurel Stowell, Rozy 

Rawlinson, Sally Gray, and leaders Barry Hopper and Graham Sutcliffe. 

 

Palmy Circuit 

Sun 10 Jun 2018 

Scribe and leader: Val Wackrow 

  With 18 keen walkers we set off to do the Palmerston North City Circuit. Starting 

at the Botanical Road entrance we followed the Mangaone Stream Pathway through 

to Milson Line, then followed the River Link route on public footpaths. A well-

earned morning tea break at Edwards Pit Park was appreciated. This park is an old 

quarry being restored into a lovely native park, wetlands, picnic and play area by a 

community group, a fantastic effort.  

   Continuing on the Link paths until we passed alongside the Manawatu Golf Club 

and joined the River Pathway. Meandering alongside the river we took the grass 

path to the Fitzherbert Bridge for our lunch and loo stop. Following the River 

Pathway we went past the new walk/cycle bridge construction site, which on 

completion will provide an alternative pathway on the other side of the river  and 

connecting through to Massey. Sidling past the Awapuni Racecourse we rejoined 

the Mangaone Stream Walkway and followed that back to Botanical Road exit and 

the end of our 26.5k.  

   It is really interesting looking into the backyards of businesses and homes, and 

pleasant being away from the traffic for much of the time. We had a perfect early 

winter’s day and although there were a few tired hips and legs at the end, I think 

everyone enjoyed the walk. I believe a cycle circuit is next on Carolyn's list.  

 

Egmont National Park in rain 

Wed 13 Jun 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  The forecast was for rain everywhere so the leaders looked around for the location 

of the least rain and came up with Egmont National Park, ha! So ten brave souls set 

off from Stratford Mountain House, up the Enchanted Walk, down to Waingongoro 

Hut for lunch and back along the lower track to the van. Total walk time, four and a 

half hours.  
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  The rain was light but persistent and the tracks were water-logged but at least it 

wasn’t cold and the apres-tramp hot drinks at Stratford Mountain House were 

greatly appreciated. 

  On trip: Cherry Channon, Esther Williams, Barry Hopper, Margaret Chainey, 

Mike Cole, Pat Gallagher, Rozy Rawlinson, Dave Scoullar, Juliet Kojis and Vivien 

Nixon (Wanaka Tramping Club). 

 

Roaring Stag Lodge 

Sat-Sun 16-17 Jun 2018 

Scribe: Shane Wilson 

   On an overcast Saturday morning five WTC members made their way into the 

Tararuas, heading for Roaring Stag Lodge. After following the river for 45mins from 

the Putara Rd end, the track steeply rises for a hour until you reach the top and a 

junction point. Here you can go to Herepai in one direction and Roaring Stag in the 

other. With light rain falling we continued along bush-covered ridges for an hour, 

until coming upon two 

streams not far from our 

destination. Streams safely 

negotiated, we arrived at 

the lodge, nicely nestled 

beside the Ruamahanga 

River. Luckily for us we 

had the hut to ourselves 

that night, and after a 

hearty meal we retired to 

bed to the sound of rain 

gently falling on the hut 

roof. 

   The next morning we awoke to the sound of the river, knowing that steady rain 

had fallen through the night. This made crossing the two streams by the hut tricky, 

but eventually we made it through. The track by this time was a combination of mud 

and puddles, so all I can say is thank goodness for gaiters. At the junction we 

stopped for lunch, then proceeded back down through slippery tree roots and rocks, 

eventually making it to river and then Putara Rd end. With the van loaded we 

headed to Eketahuna for a coffee and something to eat, and then made our way back 

to Wanganui. 

   On trip: Mark Sutherland, Shane McCulloch, Sally Gale, Kay Lee, Shane Wilson. 

 

Waiinu to Ototoka  

Wed 20 Jun 2018 

Scribe: Graham Ellett 

  This was just a beach walk, but as time goes by more local knowledge and history 

is gained. Barry brought the van out to Waiinu beach. The settlement was developed 

in 1986. The campground was cleared of lupins and mown, a round concrete tank 
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was installed for toilet facilities. These days the new toilet area is well used by 

tourists, travellers, surfers and trampers. This year was wetter than usual and has 

created more of a 'duck pond' than a camping area. We have been told that surplus 

soil from the proposed new coastal road will fill and solve the problem of our 'bog'. 

  The 12 walkers headed east to avoid the stream that is now running out in front of 

the beach access. This may have been called “Wainui Stream” in the past and has 

been a confusing issue on many early maps. Our botany lesson for the day featured 

a small clover plant which had leaves with a bright orange spot in the centre. No, 

not lucky enough to be a four-leaf, but also no explanation as to why? Perhaps a 

mineral deficiency? 

  We headed over Lookout Hill and along the beach to Earthquake Point. Viewing 

the cliff we could see 10 metres of fault line, where the west side of the plate 

had pushed land up one metre, probably only taking a million years! Our 

Australian tramper surveyed some of the many fossils embedded in the rocks driven 

up by the movement beneath. 

  We went on to Waikaramihi marae, where we saw the small shelter 'Herehere 

Moana', used more often in summer. The concrete foundations of the shelter which 

had housed the fishing waka can still be seen but the canoe is now housed at 

Maxwell. We climbed over Nukumaru Rock (Snapper Rock). On many a calm day 

it lives up to its name and is well used by fishermen. 
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  We paused at a notch in the cliff tops where in the 50’s a wooden fishing boat, 

“The Marjorie H”, went aground after being stolen from Wanganui. Some locals 

bulldozed a track through the cliff to retrieve it. A new track has since been made for 

access to Forsythe Bay. Bike access mostly, but also used to retrieve stock fallen over 

the eroding cliff side. The seal we observed had the good sense to stay out of the 

weather. 

  The strong easterly wind made the next 3.5km of beach walk a hard slog. A brief 

stop at the end of the bay where I had seen some historic metal parts firmly 

embedded in the rocks a few weeks ago - a wheel, some steel ribbing and perhaps a 

propeller base - now all hidden again by sand and a puzzle for others to solve. A 

short time later we reached our destination. The wreck of a car at the bottom of the 

cliff greeted us. This, not caused by the eroding cliff, but by the modern world ... 

  We paused at the falls, but not much was left of the flax mill that once operated 

there (1866). Lunch was eaten under a ngaio hedge before returning with a strong 

tail wind. The farm track was made in good time followed by a welcome warming 

cuppa at No 4. A fine but cold day enjoyed by Graham S and Graham E, David and 

Juliet, Barry H, Helen A, Ken H, Mike C, Sandra R, Sue McB, and Vivien N. 

 

 
Deerford Track 

Sat 23 Jun 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Let’s get this straight at the start. It’s the Deerford not Deerfoot Track, which has 

been the way it’s been promoted. Call it what you will, it’s a beautiful easy/

moderate circular trip in the western Ruahine. A big group of 16 thought so after an 

enjoyable day out.  

  While there was low cloud and the threat of rain, the worst we got was a bit of light 

drizzle. The leisurely walk, completed in under four hours, attracted a number of 

new faces and potential members. 

  On trip: Dave Scoullar, Barbara Gordon, Kelly Darby, Karina Harper, Valda and 

Murray Lilburn, Chris Rothman, Andrea Bunn, Helen Adams, Nicky Bates, Anne 

Condon, Diane Harries, Ross McBeth, Val Wackrow, Pat Gallagher and Julie 

Kearse. 

 

 
Paekakariki Escarpment 

Sat 30 Jun 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  This trip, part of the Te Araroa Trail, retains its popularity. Sixteen signed up for 

the escarpment walk from Paekakariki to Pukerua Bay in pleasant, sunny mainly 

wind-free conditions. A nice mix of first-timers and returnees all agreed it was 

another great day out of about four hours’ walking, capped by the short train trip 

back to the van at Paekakariki. 

   On trip: Esther Williams, Glenda Howarth, Graham and Glenys Ellett, Jennie 
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Anton, Brigitte Hund, Kelly Darby, Karina Harper, Kay Lee, Heather Mackenzie, 

Graham Sutcliffe, Diane Harries, George Rajoo, Harvey Palleson, Dave Scoullar 

and Juliet Kojis. 

 
Field Hut Otaki Forks, Tararua Ranges  

Wed 11 Jul 2018  

Scribe: Cherry Channon  

   A promising weather forecast to Field Hut was a good start to the day so 10 

trampers had a chilly 7am departure from the club rooms arriving at Otaki Forks just 

after 9am. Otaki Gorge Road follows the Otaki River and the last 6km is a narrow, 

winding unsealed road with steep drops on one side and precipitous cliffs on the 

other. From the carpark we crossed the Otaki river by the swing bridge and quickly 

ascended to 500 metres on a wide gravel track. The track enters the bush and is a 

constant but gradual climb to Field Hut at around 850 metres. It took us three hours 

to reach Field Hut, one of the first purpose-built tramping huts in the country, built 

in 1924 of pitsawn timber from trees nearby. 

    Diane Harries’ son, Ieuan from Wales, joined us today and was a charming 

addition to our eclectic group with a ready smile and interesting conversation. Our 

descent to the van after lunch was a speedy two hours, followed by the obligatory ice 

cream at the Honey Shop, arriving back in Wanganui a bit after 5pm. 

 

 

Thursday Tramps 

Fords’ Property Ngarino Rd Kaitoke 

Thurs 24 May 2018. See report page 45. 

    

Manawatu Gorge 

Thurs 21 June 2018 

   Twenty-two headed to Manawatu Gorge walk. It was fine but with a cool breeze, 

however there is quite a lot of shelter on the track.  On the way home we stopped in 

Bulls at a place where you can have a free coffee if you buy something to eat with it 

and you are old enough.  A very enjoyable day. 

 

Brenda Collins’ Property, Mangamahu 

Thurs 7 June 2018 

   Brenda led us through a forest uphill to an air strip for morning tea as it started 

drizzling. From here we headed down the air strip to the Mangamahu Church, then 

their hall for lunch, still in light drizzle.  After lunch we headed up into more forest 

and along a ridge with a junction to either left or right. Brenda said right to go a bit 

further, or left to shorten up the walk. As the drizzle was gradually building we 

decided to go left - just as well, as it was raining by the time we reached base. Brenda 

put the jug on and we had afternoon tea. Thank you Brenda.  Another enjoyable day 

out. 
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Tangimoana 

Thurs 5 July 2018 

   Perfect weather for a walk along the beach and back through the forest. Along the 

way we had an addition to our group in the form of a rather hungry dog. Several 

donations from our lunches were welcomed! A follow-up phone call  found he was 

being collected by the pound. The local dairy supplied the obligatory icecreams. 

 Twelve on the trip. 

 

Scott’s Ferry 

Thurs 19 July 2018 

Scribe: Di Harries 

    Another beautiful sunny day tramping, this time at Scott’s Ferry. Morning tea in 

the dunes to start with, then walking northwest up the beach initially, meeting horses 

and a seal. We couldn’t find a way through to the forest, so returned along the beach. 

It was much warmer in the afternoon with wind behind us. Helicopter passed over. 

We stopped at the original ferry on display by the road. Houses in township are 

labelled as different “INN”s e.g. “settled inn”, “rowed inn”. Very clever – and a bull 

statue of their own. 

Thanks to Earle  

 

 

  

Trip leader perks? Earle being assisted with his boots!!!! 

Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all. 

     Helen Keller 
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Stay on Yer Bike 

From the Air New Zealand Kia Ora magazine 

 

   Exercise such as cycling preserves 

muscle mass and strength as we get 

older, but the advantages may extend 

well beyond those benefits.  British 

researchers found that those who got on 

their bike regularly had stable levels of 

cholesterol and body fat, and in men, 

testosterone levels stayed high. But what 

surprised the researchers was that the 

immune systems of the cyclists appeared 

not to have aged. 

   “Our findings debunk the assumption 

that the ageing process automatically 

makes us more frail,” says Professor 

Janet Lord, Director of the University of 

Birmingham’s Institute of Inflammation 

and Ageing. 

 

 

 

 

To the Mountains 

A collection of New Zealand and Alpine writing 

Otago University Press $45 

Laurence Fearnley and Paul Hersey 

Report: Esther Williams 

   When I visited Christchurch recently, this book lay on the coffee table of my 

daughter and son-in-law.  He had contributed two photos so had a complimentary 

copy.  The review by Geoff Chapple appeared in the Listener of 14 July 2018.  

Delightful! 

   The book features 79 stories starting with a teenager who abandons homework to 

spend a weekend in the hills. Some excerpts are more technical. But significant to 

Wanganui Tramping Club, our Tom Luff reports on the sad fate of our Four Friends 

who perished in a South Island mountain hut in 1977. 

   To raise the spirits of readers, there are accounts of solo climbers who achieve their 

goal, poems, early history, mountain guides and explorers in Aotearoa and overseas 

expeditions. 

   Very highly recommended for our club library and to all who love the mountains. 
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TIPS FOR HELPING DISCOURAGED TRAMPERS 
  So you are on a trip that has turned out to be harder than anticipated. Some of your 

mates are flagging and becoming a bit down at mouth. Here are 10 tips for helping 

discouraged trampers: 

  1. Allow them extra rest, but tell them how long for and move on when the time is 

up. 

  2. Empathise, telling them that you understand how they feel and that you 

sometimes feel the same way. 

  3. Be patient if they refuse to go any further. Usually 

they will be more positive after a few minutes. 

Bargain with them, such as by promising another rest 

at an agreed time and reassure them that they can take 

it slowly. 

  4. Make a hot drink, if necessary. It is an excellent 

morale-booster, as well as an energy source. 

  5. Reduce the person’s load. Taking even a token 

amount of weight out of a person’s pack is a 

psychological boost. 

  6. Offer a treat, such as a chocolate bar, at the next 

stop. 

  7. Ensure they are not holding a camera or a drink 

bottle so their hands are free to balance and grip. 

  8. Ensure they have a walking stick or trekking pole

(s) to help them balance or support sore legs, 

especially when going down a steep or loose hillside.  

  9. Encourage them to take small steps. 

 10. Reassure them. Rather than asking how they feel, 

tell them they are doing well. 

                         — source NZ Mountain Safety Council 

QUIZ ANSWERS 

1. Rakiura National Park on Stewart Island 

2. Because they used oil squeezed from the titoki seed  

3. $76 

4. Mt Kinabalu -- Diane Harries described climbing it at our club night last April 

5. 2% 

6. Shane Wilson 

7. More -- 3.5km 

8. 239 rapids in 234km 

9. Milford Sound 

10. Toward the direction from which the wind is blowing 
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FERRETS, STRAY DOGS THREATEN KIWIS 
   

DOC biodiversity rangers are in hot pursuit of ferrets which are hunting North 

Island brown kiwi in Tongariro Forest. At least 10 kiwi have been killed by ferrets 

since early March, and DOC has put extra resources into catching these predators.  

  Disappointingly, a recent routine daily check of a key ferret trapping site showed a 

number of traps had been stolen, damaged or thrown over bank. Tongariro 

Operations Manager Bhrent Guy says DOC needs people to help catch these ferrets, 

and the best way to do that is to leave the traps in their strategic locations.   

  He said rangers were shocked and dismayed when they found the traps broken and 

tossed. “It is a real shame, as one ferret trap can make such a difference” he said.  

  The Tongariro kiwi team have had some success in catching a large male ferret 

they believe has been hunting 

kiwi within its territory.  

However, the challenge 

continues as ferrets are still 

targeting kiwi.  

  Owhango Alive, an active 

community group, continues to 

help save the kiwi and has put 

out over 30 new DOC 200 traps 

that were given to them by the 

rangers. Also, one farmer has 

caught 11 ferrets in the last nine 

months. If you are keen to help 

save the kiwi in Tongariro Forest, please email sfaire@doc.govt.nz 

  Meanwhile, Hawkes Bay’s largest kiwi population may be at risk from two dogs 

that are loose in the Kaweka Forest Park. The dogs entered the forest park with their 

owner. They escaped from Little’s Clearing carpark and have not been seen since. 

  DOC Ahuriri-Napier ranger Rod Hansen says he is extremely concerned for the 

welfare of the kiwi as these dogs have not been trained to avoid birds. “Only avian 

avoidance-trained, permitted dogs are allowed in the park and they must be under 

the control of their owner at all times” he said. 

 

“If I could not walk far and fast, I think I should just 

explode and perish”. 

     Charles Dickens 
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Medicinal Plants 
Toothache 
  The leaves or roots of the Kawakawa (Macropiper excelsum) may be chewed and a 

wad of the chewed leaf placed in the vicinity of the aching tooth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insect Repellants and Sting Relievers 
  The leaves of the Ngaio (Myoporum laetum) which are full of translucent oil glands, 

if rubbed vigorously over the face, hands and exposed skin, will give protection 

against sandflies and mosquitoes. A concoction of the leaves of the Titoki (Alectryon 

excelsus) will also keep sandflies away and the juice of the young leaves of this plant 

will allay the sting of these insects. Both Ngaio and Titoki are poisonous plants and 

the fruits should not be eaten.  

  The wet leaves and twigs of Kawakawa (Macropiper excelsum) if slowly burned will 

produce a bitter smoke which repels and kills insects. 

Ngaio 

Kawakawa 
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Has anyone ever tried this?  

How to Improve the Insulating Properties of Your Woollen 

Outdoor Clothing 
  By adding lanolin (natural wool – grease) to woollen garments such as shirts, 

pullover, socks, gloves etc., you can increase their insulating qualities and protective 

value enormously. 

  Proceed as follows:  For an average woollen 

pullover you will need two ounces of 

anhydrous lanolin (anhydrous means without 

water), from the chemist. You will also need 

one gallon of white spirit. (This fluid is 

HIGHLY INFLAMMABLE – keep away from 

all flames.) 

  Dissolve the lanolin in a small quantity of 

white spirit and then mix with the whole 

gallon. 

Soak the garment in the solution making sure it 

absorbs as much of the liquid as possible. Then 

hang up on a line in the open air to allow the 

spirit to evaporate. 

  Turn the garment around from time to time so 

that the lanolin is distributed evenly through it.  

From: How to Survive In the Bush, On the Coast, In the Mountains of New Zealand.  By 

Flight Lieutenant B Hildreth, 1962 

 

We have had for a long time laws to protect our remaining 

native birds but why protect these birds from sportsmen 

today when tomorrow we drench their habitats with poison 

from an aeroplane? Likewise we have laws to protect our 

native plants but what of real value is such legislation while 

vast herds of introduced browsing animals continue to roam at 

will through our forests and over our alpine watersheds 

devouring and destroying the very plants which this legislation 

seeks to protect. -- Dr J T Salmon 
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WTC Officers 2018 – 2019  
LIFE MEMBERS: 

Neill Simpson,QSM     Dave Brockway         Iain Elliot Dave   Scoullar 

Doris Hamling     Colin Watson 

 

FOUNDING MEMBER               Margaret McGuire 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
PRESIDENT                             Margret McKinnon      344  3899 

VICE  PRESIDENT          Cherry Channon      347 9914 

IMM. PAST  PRESIDENT         Val Wackrow      027 688 8801    

SECRETARY          Frances Gibbons      345 8952 

TREASURER and  

     COMMUNICATIONS        Dorothy Symes      345 7039                 
 

COMMITTEE:       Basil Hooper      Barry Hopper        Bruce Thomas                                                

                                  Carolyn Shingleton      Michelle Mackenzie     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
NEW MEMBERS  Barbara Gordon  348 9149  

TRIP PLANNERS Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

  Michelle Mackenzie 022 642 9903 

MAPS  Basil Hooper 346 5597 

EQUIPMENT / GEAR Michelle Mackenzie 022 642 9903 

FIRST AID Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

VEHICLES Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

  Cherry Channon 347 9914 

FMC/LIBRARY Val Wackrow  027 688 8801  

LONG TRIPS/VAN USE Margret McKinnon 344 3899 

WAITAHINGA TRAILS Basil Hooper 346 5597 

POSSUM LODGE  Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

  Trevor Kearse 345 0142 

MANGATURUTURU HUT Barry Francis  345 3588 

PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS  

           POST-ACTIVATION  Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

 

MAGAZINE EDITOR     Jeanette Prier  345 1651     jvprier9@gmail.com 

DISTRIBUTOR                  Jacky Evans 345 6858  stoned@slingshot.co.nz 

WEBSITE   Diane Harries  343 2222   d.vanillablue@gmail.com 

FACEBOOK   Heather Mackenzie    347 1250  mackenzieheather56@gmail.com 

                                                         or 022  616 5670 
 

WELFARE OF CLUB MEMBERS   

Please contact Sandra Rogers if you hear of illness, hospitalisation, bereavements 

 and the like. Phone 348 7630.  
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Sender: 

Wanganui Tramping Club 

P.O. Box 7324 

WANGANUI 4500 

 

 

Di keeping her feet dry!! 


